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ABST
TRACT

The Emersonn Cavitation Tunnel
T
at New
wcastle Univeersity
recently condducted a series of open watter model testss on a
unique 3 blaaded propellerr, commerciallly known as ““Axiom Propellerr”, intended for
f the narrow
w-boat and saiilboat
market. The purpose of thhe tests was to
o measure thee performance annd cavitation characteristics of this proppeller
with a bi-dirrectional thruust capability making use oof its
skew symmeetric blade seections, and to
o compare itss performance to an earlier varriant of the deesign, also testted in
T
by Seo et al (2010). The
the Emersonn Cavitation Tunnel
study of the propeller inccluded open water
w
and stoppping
conditions (11st & 2nd quaadrant) as weell as the effeect of
cavitation ovver a range of achievablle advance cooefficients. This paper presentts the design background, a deults of the m
multiscription of the test set-up; the resu
heric conditioon toquadrant perrformance tessts at atmosph
gether with a short review
w of the cavittation observaations
for this unusuual propeller.

Figu
ure 2 shows an Axiom prropeller desig
gn fitted to a
narro
ow boat. The unique propeeller performs well in low
w
speed, sailing in restricted w
waters, all oftten at typicall
ude numbers of
o Fn = 0.12 oor lower. Advocates for thee
Frou
Axio
om design claim improveed handling, greater fuell
efficciency, reduceed ‘prop-walkk’ and impresssive stoppingg
perfo
ormance for their vessels.. This is imp
portant as thee
vessel operates att very low speeed in restrictted canal wa-ways where maanoeuverabilitty and stopping ability aree
terw
the key
k performance requirem
ments rather th
han attainablee
speed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
N

The Axiom ppropeller is a unique
u
3 blad
ded propeller tthat is
designed forr the low speeed / lightly lo
oaded, narrow
w boat
and sailboat market. Thee design diffeers from the more
ofoil type proppeller
conventionall propeller geoometry of aero
sections in-sso-far as it has
h an unusu
ual ‘s’ type sskewsymmetric bblade section with spade liike blades ouutlines
shown in Figgure 1. This symmetry
s
allows the propelller to
generate the same amountt of thrust goin
ng ahead as itt does
ures, enablingg it to
going astern,, one of its keey design featu
be a bi-directtional thrust propeller.
p

Figure 1. Th
he Axiom propeeller showing the
t unusual ‘s’ type
section on a 3 blade propeeller

Figure 2. Axiiom propeller ffitted to a narrrow-boat

The design for the Axiom propeller waas developedd
someewhat heuristtically and thhe parent design sufferedd
from
m a low open water efficienncy of around
d 35 %. Thiss
was encourage
g
that no experimentall testing or validation in a
ing given
reseaarch facility had
h been perfo
formed adoptin
ng a trial andd
errorr style of opttimisation; alll of which en
ncouraged thee
desig
gners to pursue further opptimisation. For the earlyy
Axio
om design, triials were condducted in a siimple mannerr
as reeported by Lan
ngley (2009). For these triials two 14.933
m (4
49 ft) narrow boats of idenntical design and
a poweringg
weree used; the firrst fitted withh a conventional propeller,,
the second
s
with th
he Axiom proopeller. The boats were runn
along
g the same stretch
s
of can
anal approxim
mately 100 m
apartt. The trials were conductted by running
g the boats att
the same
s
shaft ro
otational rate (rpm) and timed betweenn
vario
ous destinations. The canaals were typiccally shallow,,
with
h bank and deepth effects; tthe conditionss of the hullss
weree not specified
d. A series off return runs were
w
also per-form
med in an efforrt to reduce thhe effects of current
c
on thee
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results. How
wever despite this rudimen
ntary trials pprocedure, the tessts showed thhe benefit of the
t Axiom deesign.
When compared to the conventional
c
design the A
Axiom
propeller shoowed an increase in speed
d and handlinng for
the same rpm but with a drop in vib
bration. Figuure 3
shows the booats during thee trial at the saame rpm.

Figure 3. Perrformance trialls with the regular propeller (top)
and the A
Axiom propelller (bottom) att the same rpm
m

owing this inttroduction in Section 1, Seection 2 givess
Follo
the test
t set-up and
d Section 3 giives the resultts of the openn
wateer performance tests includding the first two quadrantt
data for this propeller. Sectionn 4 gives a sh
hort review off
c
observations in thhe 1st and 2nd quadrant andd
the cavitation
Sectiion 5 draws co
onclusions froom the results.

Figure 4. The original Axxiom propeller design

The trials teeam noted thhe different wave
w
patternss and
wake createdd by the varioous designs, visible
v
in Figuure 3,
but failed to recognise thaat the wave patterns were sspeed
dependent annd would change from faavourable to unfavourable deppending uponn Froude num
mber, and seeveral
other factorss. The trials team
t
also obsserved that thee differing wave characteristics caused the vessel
v
to be ddrawn
m
for the laarger wave syystem
towards the canal wall more
ntain heading.. This
requiring moore use of the tiller to main
was clearly a speed, and hence wave characteristicc, and
m the
something thhat would haave been eliminated from
comparison if the forwaard speed weere to have been
matched rathher than the rppm. Finally, the two test prropellers were alsoo very differeent in their sto
opping ability.. The
conventionall propeller sttopped the boat from waalking
pace in 1 shipp length; withh the Axiom itt was half of thhat.
charm
Whilst the deesign is appeaaling for it’s manoeuvring
acteristics, itts cavitation and loading potential
p
weree unknown beyonnd these simplistic trials. To
T fully underrstand
the capabilitiies and the liimitations of the blade dessign a
series of scieentific trials annd investigatiions were requuired.
In collaboraation with thee Emerson Cavitation
C
Tuunnel,
Axiom Propeellers optimissed their blade design to reeduce
the spade likke blade outlinne shown in Figure
F
4 to a more
conventionall Kaplan geom
metry shown in
i Figure 5. IIt was
hoped that tthe new desiggn could be more
m
efficiennt and
operate at hhigher speedss whilst stilll utilising thhe bidirectional thhrust capabilitty to the full. To understannd the
limitations oof this new deesign, a further series of m
model
tests were peerformed to assess
a
the imp
provements inn performance duee to these desiign changes.

Figure 5. Th
he optimised Ax
Axiom propellerr design
2 IMPLEMENTATION O
OF EXPERIME
ENT

The propeller testts were conduucted in the Emerson Cavi-CT) in May 20012 as reported
d by Sampsonn
tation Tunnel (EC
et all (2012). Thee ECT is a cllosed circuit depressurisedd
tunn
nel located within
w
the Unniversity of Newcastle.
N
A
schematic of the tunnel circuitt is given in Figure
F
6. Thee
T has a measu
uring section oof 3.2m x 1.2
2m x 0.8m; a
ECT
contrraction ratio of
o 4.274:1 andd is thereforee considered a
mediium sized faccility. Durinng recent yeaars, numerouss
imprrovements to
o the instrum
mentation eq
quipment andd
meassuring section
n have takenn place all in
ncreasing thee
capaabilities of thee facility. Inn 2008, the tu
unnel was up-grad
ded with the in
nstallation off a new measu
uring section,,
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guide vanes, honeycomb, quick degassing system and
automated control system. The basic specifications for
the tunnel are given in Table 1 whilst the details of this
recent upgrading was reported in Atlar (2011)

Figure 6. Emerson Cavitation Tunnel schematic.

The model propeller was manufactured by Axiom Propellers in Bronze to fit a 1 ¼” dynamometer shaft. The propeller was 300 mm diameter with a pitch to diameter ratio
(P/D) of 1.0 and a blade area ratio (BAR) of 0.5. Table 3
gives the main particulars of the propeller whilst Figure 7
shows the propeller prior to the test.
In order to assess the efficiency performance of the propeller, open water tests at atmospheric condition were
conducted. The tests were performed to cover a practical
range of advance coefficient (J) varying between J = 0.30
and J = 0.75 under normal atmospheric conditions.
For the tests the tunnel water speeds were held at 3.0 m/s
and 4.0 m/s, whilst the rotational rate of the propeller was
varied to cover the above range of J values. Finally the
data was non-dimensionalised using standard ITTC
(2002) test procedures. The equations used in the analysis
for the advance coefficient (J), thrust coefficient (KT),
torque coefficient, (KQ), and open water efficiency (ηo),
are given in Equations 1 ~ 4:

Table 1. Emerson Cavitation Tunnel specification

Tunnel
Facility type
Test section (LxBxH)
Contraction ratio
Drive system
Main pump power
Impeller diameter
Maximum velocity
Abs. pressure range
Cavitation number

Emerson Cavitation Tunnel
Vertical, closed Circulating
3.10m x 1.22m x 0.81m
4.271
4 Bladed axial flow impeller
300 kW
1.4 m
8 m/s (15.5 knots)
7.6 kN/m2 to 106 kN/m2
0.5 (min) to 23 (max)

Table 2. Propeller Axiom I Characteristics

Scale
Number of blades
Diameter
Pitch / diameter ratio at r/R = 0.7
Blade area ratio
Direction of rotation

1:1
3
0.3m
0.847
0.7
Right

Table 3. Propeller Axiom II Characteristics

Scale
Number of blades
Diameter
Pitch / diameter ratio at r/R = 0.7
Blade area ratio
Direction of rotation

1:1
3
0.3m
1.0
0.5
Right

The propeller tests were performed using a large H45
Kempf and Remmers open water dynamometer at atmospheric conditions. The propeller used in the experiment
was a full-scale model of the Axiom propeller shown
previously in Figure 5, designated Mark II; the original
propeller shown previously in Figure 4 being designated
Mark I.

Figure 7. The Axiom propeller prior to testing

Finally the test parameters were set using ECT procedures. The air content was held between 25-35%; the
model scale Reynolds number gave a value typically ≥ Re
= 1 x106, given in Equation 5, and the cavitation number
based on the free stream flow velocity (Vx) of the tunnel
was selected for practical convenience as shown in Equation 6.
Advance coefficient

=

Thrust coefficient

KT =

Torque coefficient

KQ =

Open water efficiency

=

(1)

T

(2)

ρn2 D 4
Q

(3)

ρn 2 D 5

×

(4)
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AE
mber
Reynolds num

Re =

Cavitation nuumber

σv =

nD 2

A0
×
Z
ν

p−e
1

2 ρ (Vx )

2

(5)

(6)

m/s), n
Where, V is the tunnel freee stream wateer velocity (m
t propeller (rps),
(
T is thruust of
is the rotationnal speed of the
the propellerr (N), Q is the torque (Nm) of the propelller, D
is the propeeller diameterr (m) AE is the
t expandedd area
(m2), A0 is thhe disk area (m
m2), p is the absolute
a
pressuure at
the propellerr disk (Pa); e is the vapo
ourisation preessure
(Pa), ν is thee kinematic viscosity (cm2/ss) and ρ is thee density of the tunnnel solution (kg/m3).
w
tests, which
w
represennt the
In addition tto the open water
first quadrannt performancce of the prop
peller, i.e. thee propeller workinng with positiive rotational speed and po sitive
advance velocity, the addditional 3 qu
uadrants werre required. The 4 quadrant daata therefore represents anyy flow
condition expperienced by a propeller du
uring manoeuvvring.
During thesee tests the prropeller may be rotated inn the
ahead (clockkwise) or asttern (anti-clockwise) direcctions
while the diirection of thhe tunnel flow
w was kept inn the
same (aheadd) direction. The physical orientation oof the
propeller couuld have beenn changed back to front to ssimulate the appropriate quaddrant accordin
ng to the nottation
s
nnature
described beelow. Howeveer given the symmetrical
of the designn, only the firrst two quadrrants were acttually
required the latter two (3rdd & 4th quadraant) being genneratw symmetric nnature
ed from the former owingg to the skew
of the data.
In the case oof a fixed pitcch propeller it is conventionnal to
define the foour quadrants based on an advance anglle (β)
defined in E
Equation 7. Using this no
omenclature tthe 4
quadrants caan be easily iddentified and are given in T
Table
4.
Advance anggle

⎛ Va ⎞
⎟
⎝ 0.7π nD ⎠

β = tan −1 ⎜

hould be noted
d that when β = 0o or β = 360
3 o then thiss
It sh
defin
nes the ahead
d bollard pulll condition an
nd when β =
180o this correspo
onds to the asstern bollard pull
p situation..
For β = 90o and β = 270o, thhese positions relate to thee
dition when th
he propeller iss not rotating
g and is beingg
cond
dragged ahead orr astern throuugh the water respectively..
The thrust coefficient (CT) and torque coefficient (CQ) forr
d
usingg the resultantt velocity andd
this analysis are defined
g
in Equattions 8 and 9.
are given
ust coefficient
Thru
CT =

T

(8))

T

(9))

2
π ⎡ 2
ρ ⎣Va + ( 0.7π nD) ⎤⎦ D 2

8

que coefficientt
Torq
CQ =

2
π ⎡ 2
ρ ⎣Va + ( 0.7π nD ) ⎤⎦ D3

8

3 RESULT
TS AND DISCU
USSION

The Axiom (Marrk II) propelller showed a marked im-prov
vement in term
ms of perform
mance, cavitation and noisee
overr the previouss design (Maark I). To un
nderstand thiss
increease the open water perform
mance, 4 quad
drant data andd
the cavitation
c
pattterns were anaalysed and com
mpared to thee
origiinal propeller.
3.1 Open water
w
analysiis

A plot of the open
n water perforrmance of the Axiom Markk
II prropeller is giv
ven in Figuree 8. The dataa is given forr
thrusst (KT), torqu
ue (10KQ) andd efficiency (η
( o) for all off
the experimental points gatheered. The data
d
has beenn
f to give thee
subsequently proccessed using lleast squares fit
back
kbone curves for
f each of theese variables.

(7)

Table 4: T
The 4 quadran
nt propeller performance datta
nd

2 quadrannt:
(Stopping inn ahead)
Advance sppeed – ahead
Rotational sspeed – asternn
Adv. angle 90 < β ≤ 180

1st quadraant:
Going ah
head
Advance speed – aheadd
Rotationaal speed – aheead
Adv. ang
gle 0 ≤ β ≤ 90

3rd quadrantt:
Reversing
Advance sppeed – astern
Rotational sspeed – asternn
Adv. angle 180 < β ≤ 2700

4th quadraant:
Stopping in astern
Advance speed – astern
rn
Rotationaal speed – aheead
Adv. ang
gle 270 < β ≤ 3360

Fiigure 8. Open water plot forr Axiom Mark II propeller

The Mark II Axiiom propellerr provided veery repeatablee
d with only
y small test-too-test variatio
on. The maxi-test data
mum
m efficiency was
w 53.7% at J = 0.575. When
W
this wass
comp
pared to the Mark
M I propelller it is clear that the reduc-tion in blade area and tapered bblade outline as opposed too
p form (squ
uare shape) beetween the tw
wo designs hass
the plan
had a significant positive effe
fect on the effficiency. A
parison of thee open water pplots is given in Figure 9, itt
comp
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is clear that tthe new desiggn was approx
ximately 63% more
efficient. Thhe new propeeller also hass a wider rangge of
achievable aadvance coeffficients due to
t the increaase in
pitch ratio fr
from P/D = 0.86
0
to P/D = 1.0 changinng the
operating poiint for the proopeller from J = 0.35 (cavitaating)
to J = 0.5755 (non-cavitatting). This helped
h
the Maark II
propeller opeerate in a virtuually cavitatio
on free conditiion at
the design pooint.

the Axiom
A
propeller for stoppinng and reversing as well ass
contrrolling the co
ourse keepingg in both direections, aheadd
and astern, with almost similaar performancce. The smalll
disco
ontinuities aro
ound β = 0o, 990o, 180o, 270o and 360o aree
due to the physicaal limitations of the facility
y. These val-c be obtained from the vvalues around their vicinityy
ues can
by siimple interpollation.

Fiigure 11. Multii-quadrant datta of the Mark
k I propeller
dem
monstrating the skew symmettry the 3rd and 4th plots (180o
– 360o) have
h
been moddified and overrlaid
Figure 9. C
Comparison of open water plots for the Axiiom
Mark I (olld) and the Axiiom Mark II (ffaired) propelller.
3.2 Multi-quadrantt tests

The Multi-quuadrant tests were
w conducteed by appropriiately
varying the ttunnel flow speed
s
(V), pro
opeller shaft sspeed
(n), directioon of shaft speed (clocckwise and anticlockwise) annd direction of
o tunnel flow (ahead and asstern)
via the relatiive position of
o the propelller with respeect to
flow as outlined in Sectionn 2. Figure 10
0 shows the reesults
of the Mark I Axiom propeller presentted in the classsical
a
β.
four quadrannt notation of CT and 10CQ against

Fig
gure 12. Comparison of the A
Axiom Mark I and Mark II
multi-quadrant ppropeller data

Figure 10. Four quadran
nt data for the Mark
M
1 propelller

The Axiom propeller haas symmetric characteristiics in
w as the skew symmetry oof CT
almost all quuadrants, as well
and CQ curvves; this is noot the case for the conventtional
propellers, w
which are usuually optimiseed for the forrward
motion only.. Obviously this is a favou
urable attributte for

The values in Figure 10 can be re-plotted
d to take ad-s
ssections of the
t
propeller..
vantage of the symmetrical
ure 11 shows the re-plottedd results. In th
his figure thee
Figu
Axio
om Mark 1 prropeller data hhas been show
wn to be skew
w
symm
metric, which implied for thhis particular propeller thatt
only
y the first two quadrants neeeded to be teested with thee
remaaining data ob
btainable by siimple arithmeetic manipula-tion. When the reesults from thhe Mark II Ax
xiom propellerr
o
on th
he plot, show
wn in Figure 12, it is clearr
are overlaid
that the Mark II Axiom
A
propelller performs slightly
s
differ-y with the maajority of the curve outsid
de the Mark I
ently
curve and the rem
maining 60o of each quadran
nt inside.
3.3 Cavitattion observattions

The cavitation pattterns on the M
Mark II were similar to thee
he propeller. The S type section is nott
first version of th
h
loadedd conditions as
a it promotess
ideallly suited to heavily
signiificant levels cavitation midd chord on th
he blade. Thee
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cavitation inception began at approximately J = 0.55. At
J = 0.45 the tip vortex cavitation was a thin fully developed filament. At the leading edge between r/R = 0.7 ~
0.9 a small area of sheet cavitation began to develop.
This sheet cavity would transit the chord as the J value
was reduced to eventually combine with the tip vortex
cavitation. However in this condition it extended approximately 5% of the chord.
At J = 0.40 the cavitation types present on the blade began to stabilise. The sheet cavitation covered 10% of the
blade mostly focused around r/R = 0.8. However at this
condition the end of the sheet cavity was becoming unsteady and small wisps of erosive cloud cavitation could
be detected. The tip vortex remained in position but increased in strength. By J = 0.35 the sheet cavitation covered half of the chord for each blade. The unsteady nature
of the after part of the cavity was generating significant
levels of mist cavitation, which would most certainly be
erosive. The sheet cavity was also influencing the tip

vortex cavitation, which too was starting to become unsteady and break down.
At J = 0.30, the sheet cavitation covers more than 90% of
the blade at r/R = 0.8 and has begun to interact with the
tip vortex cavitation. For this condition both the sheet
and tip vortex cavitation are starting to break down and
generate unsteady cavitation coupled with large amounts
of erosive cloud cavitation.
Cavitation observations were made with the propeller in
the 1st and 2nd quadrant runs at atmospheric condition.
The results are given in Figure 13 for a range of J values
(J = 0.30 ~ J = 0.45). For the tests, the tunnel was open to
atmosphere; the flow velocity was kept constant (σv = 23),
whilst the shaft rpm was varied to cover the range of
operational conditions.

J = 0.30

J = 0.35

J = 0.40

J = 0.45
Figure 13. Open water images (J = 0.30 – J = 0.45)
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Figure 14. Comparison of Axiom I (Left) and Axiom II
(Right) for J = 0.30 and V = 3.0 m/s

figure it is clear that the Mark II is more heavily loaded at
the same test condition, whereas the Mark I with its
smaller pitch ratio is still transitioning into unsteady cavitation range. The Mark II however, will typically operate
cavitation free at J = 0.55 the tentative design point.
Finally Figure 15 shows the cavitation patterns for the
multi-quadrant tests. In this figure it is easy to see the
conventional cavitation pattern associated with first quadrant testing at β = 5o however as the quadrant changes to
the second quadrant by β = 175o, where the flow is forward and the propeller reversing the cavitation switched
to the back of the propeller (suction side), generating
tremendous levels of noise and vibration. This condition
would represent a transitory phase in stopping a vessel
and not a steady state condition.

Figure 14 shows a comparison of the Mark I and the Mark
II Axiom propellers from the different tests. From this

Figure 15. Cavitation images from the multi quadrant tests
6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the cavitation tunnel tests for a
300mm diameter, 3 bladed bi-directional thrust propeller.
These tests were conducted to verify the propeller’s efficiency the multi-quadrant performance and cavitation
characteristics. Based on the tests it was found that:
• Maximum efficiency of the Mark II Axiom propeller was measured at 53%; this was obtained
during the first quadrant / open water test.

•

•

Bearing in mind the differences in the P/D, BAR
and outline shapes, the Mark II version of the
propeller can provide 63% more efficiency over
the Mark I version under similar conditions.
Useful, comparative multi-quadrant data for the
two Axiom propellers are presented. The data reflected the symmetric feature of the propellers.
The ahead and astern (thrust and torque) performance of this bi-directional thrust propeller was
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shown to have skew symmetry requiring only 2
quadrants to be tested.
•

In the first quadrant, the main cavitation patterns
were a strong steady tip vortex and leading edge
sheet cavitation at the suction (back) side of the
blades. The extent and interaction of these cavities increased with reduced J value. The mid
chord sheet cavitation was potentially erosive
however the design point for this propeller is
well away from the cavitation condition.

•

The Mark II Axiom propeller with the new tapered outline shape would benefit from the inclusion of a duct to supress cavitation and increase performance further. However the Axiom
Mark II design, for the condition shown, does
not operate in a cavitation zone.
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